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Abstract
In this paper, oblique airborne images with very high resolu-
tion are used to address the problem from aerial views in 
urban areas. Traditional classification method (i.e., random 
forests) is compared with state-of-the-art fully convolutional 
networks (FCNs). Random forests use hand-craft image fea-
tures including red, green, blue (RGB), scale-invariant fea-
ture transform (SIFT), and Texton, and point cloud features 
consisting of normal vector and planarity extracted from 
different scales. In contrast, the inputs of FCNs are the RGB 
bands and the third components of normal vectors. In both 
cases, three-dimensional (3D) features are projected back into 
the image space to support the facade interpretation. Fully 
connected conditional random field (CRF) is finally taken as a 
post-processing of the FCN to refine the segmentation results. 
Several tests have been performed and the achieved results 
show that the models embedding the 3D component outper-
form the solution using only images. FCNs significantly outper-
formed random forests, especially for the balcony delineation.

Introduction
Semantic building façade segmentation is an important sub-
task for Level of Detail 3 CityGML model generation. These 
three-dimensional (3D) models are often required in many 
disciplines, such as urban planning and disaster management. 
Façade classification’s main objective is to distinguish differ-
ent components on building façades, like roof, window, and 
balconies. The manual labeling of façade components is time-
consuming and not economically affordable and, therefore, 
an algorithm for the automated façade interpretation could be 
extremely useful when large urban areas are considered.

In the recent years, machine learning techniques have 
shown their huge potential in automated interpretation. 
Traditional classifiers, like random forest [1] and boosting 
scheme [2], are widely used in object detection [3] and image 
segmentation [4], using handcrafted features as input. The 
main drawback of these approaches is the delivery of noisy 
pixelwise classification, as semantic classes are independent-
ly assigned to each image pixel instead of taking advantages 
of the information provided by surrounding pixel labels.

In this regard, the developments in Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNNs) have achieved good image classification, 
assigning a label to image patches, while fully convolutional 
networks (FCNs) [5] have more recently allowed the semantic 
image segmentation, labeling every pixel in an image. Nor-
mally, the networks consist of repetitive down-sampling lay-
ers and pooling layers. This structure leads to large receptive 
fields that allow the networks to learn more representative 
features and make good use of neighboring information at dif-
ferent levels, while their deficiencies are nonsharp boundar-
ies and blob-like shapes in image segmentation results [6].

Noisy labels as well as oversmoothed labeling are problems 
of traditional classifiers and CNNs, respectively. In this regard, 

several researches have taken conditional random fields (CRFs) 
as a postprocessing to exploit contextual information. CRFs 
with 4-connectivity and 8-connectivity only capture relative 
short-range interactions between pixel labels. Noisy labels 
can be cleaned by limited-range contextual information, but 
boundaries of small structures can be smoothed. Recently, 
fully connected CRFs, modeling both local and global spatial 
dependencies, have shown successful results in the opposite 
process, disambiguating object boundaries and figuring out 
tiny structures, especially useful for coarse outputs of FCNs [6].

Looking at the façade classification task, most semantic fa-
çade segmentation tasks are performed on dataset from terres-
trial views (CMP [7], ECP [8], and eTRIMS [9]). Terrestrial views 
images have sufficient details on façades, but the acquisition 
is time-consuming, especially when the task is to achieve 3D 
city modeling in large urban areas. These acquisitions, then, 
need to be registered with aerial acquisitions if the final goal 
is a 3D city model. In comparison, data acquisition from aerial 
platforms is more feasible for large-area applications. Multi-
camera systems give multi-views of urban objects, providing 
adequate data for large-scale point cloud generation by means 
of current photogrammetric techniques. Geometrical features 
from reconstructed point clouds are additional cues in se-
mantic image segmentation which cannot be calculated from 
single-view images in conventional datasets. Some recent at-
tempts in semantic façade segmentation from multi-view im-
ages [10] [11] have been presented, but still they are confined 
to terrestrial-view images and only [12] explored potentials of 
aerial images to address the problem. This work is an exten-
sion of [12]. [12] simply uses hand-crafted image and point 
cloud features while this paper utilizes FCNs to learn highly 
representative features from data for more accurate façade 
object prediction.

Our work aims to compare the potentials of random forests 
(and hand-crafted features) with FCNs in semantic façade seg-
mentation task using airborne oblique images as input. Both 
two-dimensional (2D) and 3D information exploited in these 
two methods. A fully connected CRF model is implemented to 
increase segmentation accuracy and improve the visualization 
in both cases.

This paper is orgnized as follows: in the section “Related 
Work” related works in façade interpretation are discussed. In 
the section “Method” feature extraction for random forest and 
principles of FCNs and fully connected CRFs are explained. In 
the sections “Experimental Setup”, “Results”, and “Discus-
sion” model parameters and experimental results are shown 
and discussed. Conclusion and possible future work are 
described in the last section.
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Related Work
Currently, there are two categories of methods for seman-
tic façade segmentation, namely top-down and bottom-up 
methods. Top-down methods rely on geometrical grammar 
to split a single façade into different parts. Bottom-up meth-
ods employ multi-class classifiers to assign a label to each 
image pixel and use postprocessing to optimize segmentation 
results, like CRF models.

In the top-down paradigm, the façade is recursively 
separated into smaller façade segments based on image 
characteristics and division rules. These rules, hierarchically 
representing the layout of façade objects, are defined based on 
strong prior knowledge on façade structure or learned from 
façade dataset. [8] designs six rules to represent the global 
configuration of façade objects. Pixel-wise labels from random 
forests are involved in the façade parsing. The limitation is 
that their rules are defined for Haussmannian-style buildings 
in Paris and hardly fit other architectural styles. With the 
intention of relieving the strong dependency on prior knowl-
edge, [13] uses a Bayesian Model Merging to learn shape 
grammar for a certain architectural style from labeled façades. 
However, their approach can only deal with grid-shape façade 
objects which are well aligned (horizontal lines along rows 
and vertical lines along columns of the image) and cannot 
solve the façade segmentation in airborne images where fa-
çades are always randomly oriented.

Bottom-up methods get rid of prior knowledge on fa-
çade layout. The semantic segmentation is achieved by 
using machine learning classifiers to assign labels to pixels 
or superpixels. [14] uses Textonboost to label each façade 
pixel. Outputs are very noisy, due to contextual information 
deficiency. [15] adapts a structured random forest to façade 
interpretation, producing noisy free segmentation. [16] uses 
the FCN to address the problem. A symmetry loss is added to a 
convolutional loss function because man-made façade objects 
are always regular in shape.

Conditional random fields are commonly used as a post-
processing to denoise pixel-wise classification results. A hier-
archical CRF is proposed by [16] which consists of three terms. 
The unary term is the probability distribution from a Random 
Forest classifier. The pairwise term is a color contrastive Potts 
model exploiting label compatibility between neighboring 
pixels. The hierarchical term uses mean shift superpixels 
derived at different scales to exploit the spatial dependencies 
of façade objects from local to global. With the reduced com-
putational complexity in the fully connected CRF model [17], 
[14] implements it to semantic façade segmentation. Texton-
boost is picked to get unary potentials and a linear combina-
tion of Gaussian kernels chosen as the pairwise potential to 
connect every pixel over the whole image. This fully connect-
ed structure not only performs well in enforcing the label con-
sistency among nearby pixels, but also detects small façade 
elements and delineates crisp boundaries. A three-layered 
approach is designed by [18] to address façade interpretation. 
The first layer is a label probability distribution of superpix-
els which is obtained by a trained recurrent neural network. 
The second layer consists of window and door probability 
maps computed from object detectors. The first two layers are 
combined in a CRF model. Weak architectural rules are added 
to the top layer to structure façade layouts.

Only image features are used in all above works to achieve 
semantic façade segmentation. In fact, 3D data also benefits 
urban scene interpretation. [19] improves informal settlement 
classification by combing predefined 2D and 3D features. [20] 
adds hand-crafted 3D features to image features learned from 
CNNs for building damage detection from very high resolution 
oblique airborne images. The involvement of point cloud fea-
tures contributes to 3% improvement in average classification 

accuracy [20]. Both [19] and [20] involve hand-crafted features 
which rely on prior knowledge of the dataset, while we feed 
both 2D and 3D information together into an FCN to allow the 
learning of highly representative features. Also, [12] adds 3D 
features to 2D image features in a random forest classifier for 
semantic façade segmentation, which gives rise to over 20% 
increase in overall accuracy. However, it only performs three-
class classification (roof, wall, and window) which leaves 
some façade objects whose delineations could benefit from 
3D geometries, like a balcony. [10] simply concatenates image 
and point cloud features as a feature vector for each pixel. 
Although contextual cues are given in vectors, each vector 
is independently fed to an ensemble of classifiers. The lack 
of concurrency in pixel prediction misses global optimality. 
[21] combines 2D and 3D information at super-pixel level to 
achieve semantic segmentation of indoor RGB-Depth images. 
Comparing to pixel-wise labelling in our work, unsupervised 
segmentation in the first step may lead to inaccurate boundar-
ies that are difficult to be corrected in the following steps.

Not constrained to image pixel labeling, point cloud 
labelling in 3D space also benefits from 2D and 3D feature 
integration. Both [22] and [23] extract spectral information 
from aerial images for each point and a CNN-based method 
is designed to improve semantic segmentation of noncolor 
airborne laser scanning point clouds. However, as a result of 
occlusion, limited laser scanning points are available on verti-
cal surfaces, like facades. Irregular spacing and large sparsity 
make difficulties in extracting representative features to 
achieve accurate labelling. [11] conducts 3D labeling on dense 
matching point cloud through an end-to-end 3D pipeline, in-
tegrating image features with point cloud features, including 
normal vectors, depths, heights, and spin image descriptors 
at different scales, in a Random Forest classifier. A CRF model 
which connects four nearest surrounding points is then used 
to smooth results. This work shows how the integration of 
both 2D and 3D features and the use of superpixels and object 
detectors can assure better accuracies.

Currently, most studies focus on façade segmentation in 
single view images and very few studies exploit potentials of 
3D information computed from multi-view images. Many ef-
forts have been spent in scene understanding in aerial images 
but studies reaching façade level are quite rare. This work 
investigates potentials of airborne images to address the prob-
lem by FCN combined with a fully connected CRF.

Method
Feature Extraction
In this work, image features and point cloud features are 
extracted for each façade. Then point cloud features are pro-
jected back to image space.

2D Feature Extraction
Three types of features are used in our work:

Color features. In our work, spectral information is three 
features presented in RGB color space.

SIFT. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor 
consists of 128 features. For a certain pixel, it is a gradient 
histogram that is calculated based on gradient orientations 
and magnitudes at eight fixed orientations over a small image 
region whose center is that pixel [24] [25].

LM filter. 48 texture features are produced by Leung-Malik 
filter bank which is composed of Gaussian kernels, Laplacian 
of Gaussian kernels and other derivatives of Gaussian kernels 
at different scales [26].
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3D Feature Extraction
3D features used in this paper are normal vectors and planar-
ity which are computed based on neighboring points. Nor-
mal vector is useful to differentiate points lying on different 
surfaces. Planarity is a good indicator to infer the flatness 
of a surface and distinguish objects with different forms 
[27]. Planarity is calculated from normalized eigenvalues 
(e1+ e2+ e3 = 1) of the covariance matrix that is derived from 
3D coordinates of defined neighbors.

 
Planarity

e e
e

= -2 3

1  
(1)

The strategy and the range of the searching are two key 
elements when selecting local neighbors around a point. 
“K-nearest neighbors” is the searching strategy in our work. 
In terms of the searching range, instead of extracting features 
at a single scale, our work computes both normal vector and 
planarity from 20, 100, and 500 nearest points respectively. 
This is because features extracted from a single scale are 
inadequate to describe objects and the variation of 3D features 
at multi-scales can be a signature for small objects and flat 
surfaces [28]. Objects on planes can be detected, like vertical 
balcony surfaces on walls [12].

Feature Combination
The integration of 2D and 3D features is achieved by projecting 
3D features back into oblique airborne images based on their 
Pmatrix. The Pmatrix is produced by Pix4D software during 
the point cloud generation from oblique images. 3D features 
can be related to image patches with different size. Pixels in 
the same patch share the same 3D features. If more than one 
points fall in the same image patch, corresponding features 
are averaged to assign values to that patch. In practice, if the 
patch is too small, many voids are left in image space. On the 

contrary, if the patch is too large, the void percentage will 
decrease but the projected 3D features will be too coarse to 
give detailed information, averaging the information. As full 
resolution point cloud was not used in our work to keep the 
balance between void percentage and details of information, 4 
× 4 is picked as the optimal patch size during the projection.

Random Forest
Random forest is composed of many independent decision 
trees and classification results is a histogram accumulated on 
those trees. Each decision tree is a classification function of 
n features to get a probability distribution over a label space. 
Features of a sample are recursively classified by branching 
down the tree to a leaf node. For each node in the tree, a split 
function is learned to decide the path of a sample to reach a 
leaf node according to the values of the sample features. The 
splitting terminates at a leaf node where the sample is as-
signed to a class label.

Fully Convolutional Neural Network
Typical deep convolutional neural networks are made up of a 
sequence of layers. A convolutional layer is usually followed 
by nonlinear activation layers that bring nonlinearity to the 
network and therefore allow the network to learn more com-
plicated and representative features. A pooling layer is always 
set on the top of an activation layer, summarizing the filter 
responses to downsample the feature map and thus learn 
features at a higher level.

FCNs replace the fully connected layers in typical classifi-
cation networks with fully convolutional layers [5]. The size 
of the response map of the last convolutional layer is always 
smaller than the initial image due to the downsampling ef-
fect in previous layers. Therefore, the shrunken feature map 
should be upsampled back to the initial size by a deconvolu-
tional layer.

In our work, vgg16 is modified for semantic segmentation 
according to the strategy in [5]. All layers are kept as layers in 
the base network, except last two fully connected layers re-
placed by two fully convolutional layers which are initialized 
by random number. Bilinear filters are added to upsample 
the final feature map back to the initial image size. If the final 
feature map is directly upscaled to the initial size, the predic-
tion is likely to be coarse and inaccurate [5]. In vgg16, the 
final feature map is supposed to enlarge by 32 times. There-
fore, feature maps from former layers are also concatenated 
to the final feature map in the final pixel-wise prediction 
phase [5]. In the FCN (Figure 2), the final feature map is firstly 
upsampled by twice and then combined with the feature map 
of pool4. The concatenated feature is enlarged by 16 times 
to give pixelwise prediction (FCN-16s). Next, the integrated 
feature map is upscaled twice and then combined with the 
feature map of pool3. After this, the new feature map only 
needs to be upscaled by eight times back to the initial size 
(FCN-8s). This could give finer and more accurate semantic 
segmentation results.

Conditional Random Field
Conditional random fields are commonly used as a post-
processing of machine learning classifiers to denoise semantic 
segmentation results. In 4-connectivity and 8-connectivity CRF 
models, only short-range spatial dependencies are built to in-
volve limited contextual information. In fully connected CRFs, 
every pixel connects to the rest of the pixels over the image 
and this fully connected neighboring system allows the mod-
eling of longer spatial interactions. Graph-cut is a conven-
tional method to solve CRF models with simple connections in 
image segmentation [29]. However, it is not applicable to fully 
connected CRF due to the computational complexity. There-
fore, [17] uses a linear combination of Gaussian kernels to 
represent the pairwise term and the mean field approximation 

Figure 1. Workflow in this work. After preparing data, 
two tracks are implemented to achieve semantic façade 
segmentation. The right track follows the conventional 
machine learning techniques using hand-craft features and 
random forest. The left track adopts the state-of-art fully 
convolutional networks and fully connected CRF is used to 
refine results.
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to give an interference of fully connected CRF. In our work, 
a set of random variables {x1, …, xN} is constructed to form a 
random field X, where N denotes the number of pixels in a 
whole image. The domain of a random variable is a label set 
L = {l1, …, lN}, where k represents the number of classes. The 
random field X is conditioned on a set of image features I ={I1, 
…, IN}. This conditional random field (I, X) is a Gibbs distribu-
tion and it is written as:
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Here, an undirected graph G = (V,E) is built over X. ϕc(xc|I) 
is a potential function of all variables (xc = {xi, i∈c}) in a 
clique c. The collection of all cliques over the graph G is 
denoted by CG . E(x) is a sum of all potentials and this Gibbs 
energy function aims to label random variables x∈LN. ψc(xc)
is a simplified expression of ϕc(xc|I). Z(I) is a normalization 
constant which acts as partition function. The maximum a 
posteriori labeling x* is expressed as:

 x* = argmaxx∈LN P(X|I) (5)

Where the labeling x* is optimized by minimizing the 
energy function E(x).

Fully connected CRF is composed of two terms and the 
energy function is written as:
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where ψu(xi) is the unary potential representing the cost of 
pixel i to take label li calculated by a classifier (i.e., Random 
Forest or FCN). The binary potential encourage consistency 
in pixels which are close in position and have similar image 
features.

Unary potentials: The probability distribution of xi over label 
set L(xi|I) is computed by random forest (section “Random 
Forest”) and FCN (section “Fully Convolutional Neural Net-
work”) according to both image and point cloud features. The 
unary potential for xi is written as:

 ψu(xi) = –logP(xi|I) (7)

Pairwise potentials: The fully connected pairwise term consists 
of a linear combination of Gaussian kernels [17], shown as:
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Figure 2. FCN structure derived from the conventional vgg16 net to combine coarse and fine feature maps for pixelwise prediction. 
The size of pool1, pool2, pool3, pool4, and pool5 are 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32 of the initial image size respectively.
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Where μ(xi,yj) is a typical Potts model that assigns penalties 
when i and j are different in labels. k(m) denotes Gaussian 
kernels and w(m) are the corresponding weights. This work 
uses contrast-sensitive two-kernel potentials: fi and fj are two 
feature vectors of two neighboring pixels i and j, taking both 
position (pi and pj) and color information (Ii and Ij) in Equa-
tions 10 and 11. k(1)(fi, fj) is an appearance kernel that forces 
pixels that share similar colors and are close in position to be-
long to the same class. That means when feature vectors fi and 
fj are similar but pixel i and j are not in a same class, a high 
penalty will be assigned to encourage the labeling configura-
tion move to another stage that achieves better coherency 
between pixels. θα and θβ determine penalty values through 
controlling the similarity degrees of position and color. k(2)

(fi, fj) is a smoothness kernel that aims to remove small and 
isolated components.

The inference of this fully connected CRF follows the 
method designed by [17] based on mean field approximation.

Experimental Setup
Airborne images used in this paper were acquired by an IGI 
Pentacam system over the city of Dortmund (Germany) on 7 
July  2016. Average ground sampling distance for oblique im-
ages is 4.5 cm. Pix4D oriented these high-resolution images to 
produce dense matching point cloud at an urban scale.

In our work, four building components are identified: 
roof, wall, opening, and balcony. Roof and wall are structures 
covering a building horizontally and vertically, respectively. 
Opening refers to structures that allow the passage of light, 
sound, and air, including windows and doors. “Balcony” is 
defined as a small platform that protrudes from or intrudes 
into the wall surface and is accessed by an opening. Since we 
are interested in building areas, façades are manually cropped 
from aerial images at first. Then corresponding façade point 
clouds are manually cropped from large-scale dense match-
ing point clouds. Online annotation tool LabelMe is used to 
prepare ground truths of façades in image space. Our dataset 
consists of 250 façades: 160, 35, and 55 façades are used for 
training, validation, and testing respectively.

Random Forest
In our work, 50 trees are chosen as a trade-off between accura-
cy and training time. The minimum leaf size that controls the 
depth of the decision tree is set to be 50, with the intention 
to avoid overfitting. For each node, 14 features are randomly 
picked to keep the balance between strength of an individual 
tree and correlation between different trees [30].

Fully Convolutional Network
In our work, FCN was implemented in MatConvNet frame-
work. Due to the limited training dataset, we fine-tuned a 

pretrained network for semantic façade segmentation. As 
mentioned in the section “Random Forest”, a vgg-16 network 
trained on ImageNet dataset was downloaded from MatCon-
vNet website. Due to the limited graphics processing unit 
space, façade images were cropped into 224 ´ 224 patches 
to feed into the FCN. For the network only using 2D informa-
tion, RGB channels were directly put into the FCN. With the 
purpose of including 3D information, the projected third 
components of normal vectors were added to RGB images as 
the fourth channel. Normal vectors were computed from near-
est 100 neighboring points. As the downloaded network only 
allows three-bands inputs to the network, to feed the fourth 
channel into the network, the filter dimension of the first con-
volutional layer in vggnet was modified from 3 × 3 × 3 × 64 to 
3 × 3 × 4 × 64. The added weights were initialized by random 
numbers. The 2D network was trained for 15 epochs and the 3D 
network was trained for 20 epochs. Both of them implemented 
with a dropout rate of 0.5 and a learning rate of 0.001. The 
momentum and weight decay for both networks were 0.9 and 
0.0005, respectively. During the training, flipping of patches 
and PCA color augmentation [31] were performed for data 
augmentation purpose. During the testing stage, every testing 
façade image was cropped into 224 × 224 patches with 50 pix-
els overlap in both vertical and horizontal directions. Then, 
patches were semantically segmented by FCNs and labeled 
patches were concatenated back to the initial façade image.

Fully Connected CRF
Parameter configuration tuned by 35 validation façades is 
shown as below:

 w(1) = 1, θα = 3, θβ = 10, w(2) =1, θγ = 2

In our case, the optimal spatial standard deviation θα is 3 
pixels and the optimal value for color standard deviation θβ 
is 10. The influence of θα and θβ on overall pixel accuracy are 
assessed qualitatively (Figure 4) and quantitatively (Figure 5). 
For this assessment, w(1) is kept as 1 and w(2) is set to be 0. The 
accuracy variation is complex with changing θα and θβ but it is 
obvious that long-range connections cause some failures (Fig-
ure 5). In contrast to what is mentioned in [17], most of the 
spatial standard deviations larger than 35 pixels, relatively 
short-range connections are more suitable for façade interpre-
tation from aerial oblique images.

Accuracy Assessment
Three measures were used to evaluate semantic segmentation 
accuracy in different schemes, namely, overall pixel accuracy, 
averaged pixel accuracy for each class and the average of 
intersection over union (IoU) for each class [32]. These three 
measures are calculated in terms of true positives (TP), false 

Figure 3. FCN structure derived from the conventional vgg16 net to combine coarse and fine feature maps for pixelwise 
prediction. The size of pool1, pool2, pool3, pool4, and pool5 are 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32 of the initial image size, 
respectively.
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positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). Overall accuracy is 
defined as TP/(TP+FN), which is calculated over the whole 
image. Average accuracy is calculated for every class and then 
averaged. IoU score is defined as TP/(TP+FN+FP), which is 
calculated for every class and then averaged.

Results
55 façades were used to test five models. Semantic segmenta-
tion results in different schemes are shown in Table 1.

Performance of the random forest using only hand-craft 2D 
features was the worst in terms of three accuracy measures. 
Although 90.27% of roof pixels were correctly labeled, accu-
racies of wall and opening were 59.97% and 38.55%, respec-
tively. Openings on roofs were hard to be labeled (Figure 6) 
and the classifier was not able to label balcony pixels provid-
ing 0.4% accuracy. Figure 6 illustrates that balcony pixels 
were likely to be labeled as roof and wall.

Adding multi-scale 3D features to a 2D random forest classi-
fier, the overall pixel accuracy and IoU improved by 11% and 
11.8%, respectively. Except on roof, accuracies of all other 

classes were improved. Figure 6 demonstrates that 3D features 
converted most of roof pixels on vertical surfaces to wall or 
opening pixels and also, turned wall pixels on horizontal 
surfaces to roof pixels, while confusions between wall and 
openings remained. Still only 2.05% of the balcony pixels 
were correctly and some noisy labels can be found in Figure 6 
which deteriorate the segmentation results.

The FCN only exploiting RGB channels achieved 81.63% in 
overall pixel accuracy and 56.21% in IoU. It performed even 
better than the Random Forest taking both 2D and 3D hand-
craft features. Its IoU was 7.92% higher than the best random 
forest classifier results. Most importantly, the biggest improve-
ment was that 41.85% of the balcony pixels were correctly 
labeled. Also, few small openings on roofs were identified. 
Unlike the noisy results got from random forest classifiers, 
the FCN was not good at delineating object boundaries and 
produced oversmoothed results.

Figure 4. Qualitative assessment of the influence of connections in fully connected CRF (ground truth refers to Figure 3).

Figure 5. Quantitative assessment of the influence of 
connections in fully connected CRF.

Table 1. Quantitative results got from five models (55 façades 
for testing). 

Class
RF2D 
(%)

RF3D 
%)

vgg2D 
(%)

vgg3D 
(%)

vgg3DCRF 
(%)

Roof 90.27 87.84 93.42 96.10 90.02

Wall 59.97 88.81 77.03 81.81 81.52

Opening 38.55 53.12 63.90 70.54 84.65

Balcony 0.40 2.05 41.85 31.33 53.83

Average class 
accuracy

47.30 57.95 69.05 69.95 77.51

Overall pixel 
accuracy

69.01 80.01 81.63 85.16 85.66

IoU 36.49 48.29 56.21 60.12 60.40

* RF2D represents the random forest trained by 2D features. 
RF3D represents the random forest trained by both 2D and 3D 
features. Vgg2D represents the vgg-16 net fine-tuned by RGB 
images. Vgg3D represents the vgg-16 net fine-tuned by both 
RGB images and 3D features. vgg3DCRF is a fully connected 
CRF model using outputs from Vgg3D as the unary term.
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By involving the third component of normal 
vector, vgg3D outperformed vgg2D by 3.53% 
in overall accuracy and 3.91% in IoU. This im-
provement was much less than the improvement 
brought to random forest classifiers. Figure 6 
illustrates that confusions between roof and wall 
were largely solved. Opening results were more 
satisfying, but balcony classification was less 
successful than in the vgg2D experiment. This 
is probably due to the quality of the point cloud 
that is not able to reconstruct in an accurate way 
small objects on a building façade.

Fully connected CRF gave little contributions 
to labeling results: it improved 0.5% in overall 
pixel accuracy and 0.28% in IoU. However, 
looking at the single classes, pixel accuracies of 
opening and balcony were significantly im-
proved as visible in the last column in Figure 6 
where boundaries of opening and balconies as 
well as balconies were straight and sharp.azw

Discussion
Random Forest and Fully Convolutional Network
Random forest has proven to be effective for 
semantic façade segmentation [16]. Although 
selected features like color, SIFT and Texton were 
able to distinguish different classes in terrestrial 
images (e.g. eTRIMS), these features resulted in-
sufficient for an airborne oblique dataset captur-
ing several architectural styles. FCN [5], a deep, 
learning based approach, is one of the most pop-
ular methods for semantic segmentation. The 
outperformance of FCNs suggested that features 
learned from the dataset were more representa-
tive in our case. These complex representations 
were able to tell the differences between roofs 
and balconies too. This result was not possible 
using hand-craft features in accordance with the 
achievements presented in [33].

Segmentation results from random forest 
classifiers were quite noisy because pixel labels 
were predicted independently without taking 
contextual information. FCN-8s concatenates 
feature maps from previous layers to solve the 
coarse segmentation results. However, over-
smoothed boundaries still existed in the present-
ed results, as a consequence of patch downsam-
pling. This suggested that post-possessing, like 
CRFs, was necessary to refine results.

3D Features
In both random forests and FCNs, 3D features 
showed good performances in solving confu-
sions between pixels on different surfaces. One 
reason was that normal vector could efficiently 
separate roof and balcony pixels from wall and 
opening pixels. Higher improvements were 
achieved in the Random Forest than in the 
FCN-8s. This suggests that 3D features are more 
important when 2D features are not able to 
provide efficient representations to classes on 
different surfaces. However, confusions between 
wall and opening pixels, due to the deficiency 
of 2D features, were still not solved. The 3D 
information cannot contribute in the labeling of 
classes with similar geometries (at the resolution 
of the used images). In this regard, inaccurate 

Figure 6. Examples from our dataset. (a) cropped façade images from 
oblique aerial images. (b) ground truths. (c) results from random forest 
using 2D features. (d) results from random forest using 2D and 3D features. 
(e) results from the vgg16 net fine-tuned by RGB images. (f) results from 
the vgg-16 net fine-tuned by both RGB images and 3D features. (g) results 
achieved refining the results of (f) with fully connected CRF.
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Figure 7. Misclassification caused by poor dense matching point cloud.

point clouds produced by poor image dense matching could 
even weaken the ability of 3D features to solve misclassifica-
tions. This is clearly shown in Figure 7 where FCN-8s using 
only 2D features could roughly delineate balcony boundar-
ies while these boundaries were almost ignored introducing 
the 3D information given by the third components of normal 
vectors. As depicted in the same figure, very few points are 
in correspondence on balconies and computed normal vector 
was not able to define differences between the balconies and 
the wall. These misclassifications could hardly be corrected 
by CRF models.

Fully Connected CRF
Taking fully connected CRF as the postprocessing of FCN-8s 
only gave a little improvement in accuracy, but it refined 
results and showed better visualization (Figure 6). Compared 
with [17], a small value of θα was adopted. This suggests 
that very long-range interactions are not helping the object 
recognition and segmentation in the presented application. 
As mentioned in [17], most of θα are larger than 35 pixels but 
relatively short-range connections are more suitable for façade 
interpretation from aerial oblique images. In this study, the 
θα value was 3 pixels in our work. This value of short-range 
contextual information could be explained by regular shape 
of man-made façade objects.

Conclusion
This paper gave an investigation of semantic façade segmenta-
tion from airborne images. Four classes (roof, wall, window, 
and balcony) were identified in this work. The problem was 
addressed by random forests and FCNs. Results suggested that 
FCNs which learned features from dataset performed much 
better than random forests which used hand-crafted features. 
This is in agreement with many other works dealing with 
similar applications. In this work, FCN using 2D features got 
19.72% higher IoU than the random forest taking RGB, SIFT, 
LM filter bank features. To refine the segmentation results, 

fully connected CRF was implemented as a postprocessing 
step of the FCN results, exploiting both 2D and 3D information. 
It helped to delineate more accurate object boundaries, but it 
only contributed to little improvements in accuracy.

We preform semantic segmentation from manually cropped 
façades while automatic identification of the buildings is still 
an open research question. Fast and accurate recognition of 
buildings from large scale data in both 2D and 3D space leaves 
to be solved. For the future work, more classes could be iden-
tified in façade segmentation. The rectification of the oriented 
façades could be a future option to simplify the classification 
task. As objects on facades always have regular shapes, soft 
constraints could be added to regulate segmentation results 
too. More recent advanced network structures will be tested 
and further customized for this specific task in the future. 
Also, this research relies on image segmentation and 3D de-
scriptors are projected to 2D space, while the perspective work 
could apply innovative network architectures to label points 
in 3D space.
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